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Abstract. In this paper we are proposing an approach for coordinating a team of
homogeneous agents based on a flexible common Team Strategy as well as on
the concepts of Situation Based Strategic Positioning and Dynamic Positioning
and Role Exchange. We also introduce an Agent Architecture including a specific high-level decision module capable of implementing this strategy. Our
proposal is based on the formalization of what is a team strategy for competing
with an opponent team having opposite goals. A team strategy is composed of a
set of agent types and a set of tactics, which are also composed of several formations. Formations are used for different situations and assign each agent a default spatial positioning and an agent type (defining its behaviour at several levels). Agent’s reactivity is also introduced for appropriate response to the dynamics of the current situation. However, in our approach this is done in a way that
preserves team coherence instead of permitting uncoordinated agent behaviour.
We have applied, with success, this coordination approach to the RoboSoccer
simulated domain. The FC Portugal team, developed using this approach won
the RoboCup2000 (simulation league) European and World championships
scoring a total of 180 goals and conceding none.

1 Introduction
In the last decades, there has been a growth on the popularity and amount of research
in the field of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). This growth came together with the
increasing degree of complexity of the requirements induced by the analyzed
application domains. In the last years, MAS research has been focused on more
realistic environments that are becoming more and more real-time, continuous, nondeterministic, partially inaccessible, dynamic and noisy [20,21]. These kinds of
scenarios include search and rescue-like scenarios as it is the case of RoboCup-Rescue
domain [11], public transport coordination, mine clearance, land exploration and
hospital/factory maintenance [4]. The complexity of these scenarios is even greater
when they become multi-objective, simultaneously collaborative as well as adversarial
environments as it is found in the simulated RoboSoccer [3,15,16] and robotics
domain [27], as well as war scenario domains like battlefield combat [26]. In this kind
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war scenario domains like battlefield combat [26]. In this kind of domains, coordination must be achieved first, before the competition (game, rescue or battle) starts,
through the definition of a flexible team strategy that all the agents know in advance
and, second, during the competition, through communication and reactive reasoning
based in the sensed information [20]. A good trade-off between social deliberation and
reactivity is essential in most of these multi-agent systems applications. Reactivity is
usually needed in order to enable the agents to react quickly to the events in the environment, while social deliberation is required for appropriate decision-making processes and to coordinate the agents enabling them to perform as a coherent team despite
their own autonomy.
Several authors have proposed general models for flexible teamwork and ways to
balance reactive behavior with the social deliberation. However, most of the approaches either are not sufficiently reactive to perform efficiently in real time and very
dynamic domains or do not endow agents with sufficiently developed social behavior
to perform intelligently as a member of a team in continuous, multi-objective and
complex multi-agent environments. Some notable exceptions may be recognized, like
Stone and Veloso work [21] that has been applied with success to RoboCup soccer
and network routing, Tambe’s STEAM [25] successfully applied in virtual battlefield
simulations and Jennings’ GRATE* [13] also applied in dynamic domains.
Peter Stone et al have proposed the use of “locker room agreements” [20,21] as a
mechanism for defining pre-determined multi-agent protocols available for all the
elements in the team [20]. They have used that mechanism to define a flexible teamwork structure including task decomposition and dynamic role assignment [20,21].
Their approach was implemented in the simulated robotic soccer team CMUnited [22]
that won RoboCup world championships [8,9] RoboCup98 [1] and RoboCup99 [28].
Their team strategy is composed of formations using very simple protocols for switching between them (based on the result and time at each stage of the competition). Each
formation assigns each agent a given role and protocols are suggested for enabling role
exchange between the agents. The teamwork structure also includes set-plays, e.g.
multi-step, multi-agent plans for execution in some situations. In this approach, roles
may either be rigid or they may be somewhat flexible [21]. In their approach to robotic
soccer roles correspond to a specific positioning in the field, like, for example a central defender.
Most implementations of multi-agent cooperation frameworks, rely on domain specific coordination. However, some relevant exceptions may be identified. ARCHON
project [29], proposes a multi-agent cooperation system, in the domain of electricity
transportation management, based on joint-intentions and on a general model of teamwork. Other example is Jennings’ [13] joint responsibility framework, which is based
on a joint commitment to the team’s joint goal. His framework is implemented in the
GRATE* system. GRATE* is a layered architecture in which the behaviour of an
agent is guided by its mental attitudes, beliefs, desires, intentions and joint intentions.
Agents are composed of two individual layers: a domain level system and a cooperation and control layer. In GRATE*, teamwork is executed when an organizer agent
detects the need for joint action, becoming then the responsible for establishing the
team and ensuring all member’s commitments [13].
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Other general model for teamwork is STEAM (simply, a Shell for Teamwork) [25]. STEAM is based in the joint intentions theory [14] but also on the
SharedPlan theory [6,7]. STEAM uses joint intentions as the basis for teamwork but
team members also build up a hierarchical structure of joint intentions, individual
intentions and beliefs about the teammates intentions [25]. STEAM has been applied
in several domains like the attack and transport domains that use an interactive commercial simulator developed for military training and RoboCup soccer server [3], in
the context of the ISIS team. Although being far from a complete model of teamwork,
STEAM attempt to bridge the gap from cooperation theory to its implementation is a
remarkable one.
The trade-off between reactivity (essential to cope with the real-time, dynamic,
noisy environment) and cooperation (needed to enable team joint behavior and to
achieve overall team goals in the adversarial environment) is very difficult to achieve
in the context of a general cooperation framework. In this paper we introduce a new
approach to the coordination of a team of agents together with a method to balance
reactivity and social behavior. The main innovations of our approach are:
− Balancing social behavior and reactivity through the distinction between active
and strategic situations;
− Situation based strategic positioning – a policy used to position the agents in
situations classified as strategic situations;
− Dynamic role and positioning exchange – enabling agents to switch roles (that
define agent behaviors) and positionings (that define the places in a given formation);
− Formalization of what is a team strategy for a competition in partially cooperative and adversarial domains based on the concepts of tactics, formations and
roles;
− A new agent architecture including a specific high level decision module capable
of implementing the team strategy and supporting very flexible and efficient team
performance.
The proposed approach is based on the definition of a team strategy using the concepts of tactics, formations and roles. Agents’ decision making is based on a clear
distinction between strategic and active situations. Based on this distinction, agents
use, for strategic behaviour, Situation Based Strategic Positioning and, for active behaviour, domain specific high-level and low-level skills. To improve the flexibility of
the team, agents are also able to switch their positions and specific behaviours (roles),
at run-time, in the field. This mechanism called Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange (DPRE) is based on previous work by Peter Stone et al [20,21] who suggested
the use of flexible agent roles with protocols for switching among them. We have
extended this concept and suggested that agents may exchange their roles (that correspond to agent types in our formulation) and their positionings in the current formation
if the utility of that exchange is positive for the team. Moreover we propose a method
to calculate that utility. Including DPRE in our robot soccer team implementation has
significantly improved the overall team performance for teams of homogeneous agents
and it may also be applied to heterogeneous agents.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a formalization of a team
strategy based on tactics, formations, positionings and agent types. The same section
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also describes Situation Based Strategic Positioning (SBSP) and Dynamic Positioning
and Role Exchange (DPRE) mechanisms. Section 3 describes our agents’ architecture
and presents our high-level decision module control flow. Section 4 describes the
application of our team strategy, SBSP and DPRE to the robotic soccer domain. The
next section gives some experimental results. Finally, we present some conclusions as
well as an outlook to future research we intend to do.

2 Team Strategy Formal Description
In our team coordination development we use the concepts of team strategy, role
(agent behavior type), tactic, formation and positioning inside a formation.
Definition 1: Team Strategy is given by a set of Tactics, Tactic Activation Rules, a
set of possible agent Roles and information concerning Opponent Modeling Strategy,
Teammate Modeling Strategy and Communication Protocols.
TeamStrategy = (Tactics, TactActivationRules, Roles, OppModStrategies,
TeammateModStrategies, CommunicationProtocols)
Tactics = {Tactic1 , Tactic2 ,..., TacticnTactics }
a set of tactics possibly applicable to the team
Roles = {Role1 , Role2 ,..., Rolenroles }
a set of roles (agent types) that define different agent behavior types
OppModStrategies = {OppModStrat1 , OppModStrat 2 ,..., OppModStrat nOppModStrategies }
a set of Opponent modeling strategies
TeammateModStrategies = {TeamModStrat1 , TeamModStrat 2 ,...,
TeamModStrat nTeamModStrat }
a set of Teammate mod eling strategies
CommunicationProtocols = {ComProtocol1 , ComProtocol 2 ,..., ComProtocol nComProtocols }
a set of communication Pr otocols

Tactics are used to supply the team with a set of Formations (see definition 3) that
give the agents general strategic Positioning and Role information (agent individual
characteristics). Tactics are selected according to Tactic Activation Rules that use
Global information. For example if the competition is near the end, our team is losing
it, but it is clear that it still has a chance of winning, then a more risky and aggressive
tactic should be used. If it is clear by the competition statistics and opponent model
information that the competition is surely lost then, a more defensive tactic, that tries
to minimize the damage, may be the best one. For each Tactic a set of Formations and
a set of Preset Plans are defined. These Formations and Plans are used in adequate
situations.
Definition 2: A Tactic is defined by a set of Formations, Formation Activation
Rules, and a set of Predefined Plans.
Tactici = ( Formationsi , FormationActivRulesi , PresetPlansi ) ∀i = 1..ntactics
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Definition 3: A Formation is defined by the Positioning (which includes the Reference Position, Role and Importance) of the agents inside the Formation.
Formationsi = {Formationi ,1 , Formationi , 2 ,..., Formationi ,nformations i }
∀i = 1..ntactics
Formationi , j = ( AgentPositioning i , j ,1 , AgentPositioningi , j .2 ,..., AgentPositioning i , j ,nAgents )
∀i = 1..ntactics, ∀j = 1..nformationsi

Definition 4: A Preset Plan is defined by its Plan Activation Information, and the
agents Positioning evolution, Role evolution and Actions along the time.
PresetPlans i = {PresetPlan1 , PresetPlan2 ,..., PresetPlannplansi }
∀i = 1..ntactics
PresetPlani ,k = ( PlanActInfoi , k , PlanAgentPositioningEvolutioni ,k ,
PlanAgentRolesEvolutioni ,k , PlanAgentActionsEvolutioni ,k )
∀i = 1..ntactics, ∀k = 1..nplansi

Definition 5: The Positioning of an agent inside a formation is defined by its ReferencePosition, PositioningRole and PositioningImportance.
Positionin g i , j , p = ( ReferenceP ositioni , j , p , Positionin gRolei , j , p , Positionin gImportancei , j , p )
∀i = 1..ntactics , ∀j = 1..nformation si , ∀p = 1..nplayers i , j

For each positioning inside a given formation, a reference position is defined:
ReferencePositioni , j , p = ( ReferencePositionX i , j , p , ReferencePositionYi , j , p )
ReferencePositionX i , j , p ∈ {− field _ length.. field _ length}
ReferencePositionYi , j , p ∈ {− field _ width.. field _ width}

This reference position is adjusted using the agent type and situation information to
give that agent’s strategic position at each time. Each positioning inside a formation
has a PositioningImportance. For example, in the robosoccer domain, the central defenders are very important in defensive situations while the central forwards are very
important in attacking situations. In a war scenario the home base last defenders are
very important. This position importance is defined using a qualitative scale:
PositioningImportancei , j , p ∈ {VeryLow, Low, Medium, High, VeryHigh}

Definition 6: PositioningRole defines the Characteristics of a given agent that occupies a positioning inside a given Formation. The Roles used as PositioningRoles in
the Formation must be defined in the TeamStrategy.
PositioningRolei , j , p ∈ {1..nroles}
∀i = 1..ntactics, ∀j = 1..nformations i

∀p = 1..nplayersi , j

Roles may be used, for example in the RoboSoccer domain, to give agents specific
characteristics like Aggressive_Defender, Positional_Defender, Positional_Attacker,
etc.
Definition 7: A Role of the Team Strategy is defined by its Active Characteristics,
Strategic Characteristics and by the Critical Situation Rules. The strategic state is
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abandoned to enter an active state if one of the Critical Situation Rules is true at a
given time.
Rolei = ( ActiveCharacteristics i , StrategicC haracteristics i , CriticalSi tuationRul es i )
∀i = 1..nroles

Contrary to all the other concepts, Role Strategic Characteristics and Active Characteristics are domain dependent and must be defined accordingly. Figure 1 shows an
example of this team strategy definition for an arbitrary domain.
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Fig. 1. Team strategy definition example

In Figure 1, the team strategy is very simple. It is composed by 6 tactics, each composed by several formations to be used in different situations (like attack, defend,
etc.). Each formation uses different agent types for each of the different positionings.
Each agent type is defined by its active and strategic characteristics.

3 Agent Architecture
We have chosen an agent architecture suitable for implementing our team strategy.
This agent architecture is shown in figure 2. Agents include the traditional main control loop using perception interpretation and action prediction to update the world
state, then deciding the appropriate action and finally executing the selected action. A
high-level decision module is used to decide agent’s current tactic, formation, role
(agent behavior) and action at a given moment. Domain knowledge is structured in
tactics, formations, agent roles, communication protocols, preset plans and game
situations. These structures are predefined by the strategy designer according to the
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domain. Moreover, they are flexible enough to be fully instantiated before each competition by the team manager, according to each specific competition conditions, team
capabilities and the opponent team foreseen characteristics. They may also be learned
through both a training process and from other previous competitions.
Our agents build up a world model by interpreting the sensed information and predicting the results of the actions selected for execution. The main difficulties associated with this process are updating the world state effectively and choosing the appropriate action [20]. Communication also plays an important role here, and our agents
use it for:
− Communicating their internal world states and situation information - keeping
world representations more accurate;
− Communicate useful events (like a pass or a positioning exchange) in order to
improve coordination.
3.1 Multi-Level World State Representation
World state representation includes information regarding several objects in the world
and other high-level information like estimations about the final result of the competition, current time, opponent behavior, competition statistics, etc. We can separate this
information in four levels of abstraction:
Global Information. High-level information needed to decide about the possible best
team’s tactic in a given moment. This information includes opponent team global
behavior (quality, capabilities, aggressiveness, etc.) and high-level statistics from
the competition (team’s losses and successes while performing each specific collective action, etc);
Situation Information. Information that is relevant to the selection of the appropriate
formation and for the situation based strategic positioning mechanism. This information is mostly concerned with the present and includes the formations of each
team, field conditions, etc;
Action Selection Information. Information that is relevant to select an appropriate
action like attacking and defending possibilities, moving options, interception possibilities, etc;
Physical State. Low level information, including the agent’s state and the positions
and velocities of the objects in the world.
Regarding the low-level information, there usually are several objects in the world
which remain stationary, whose position is known and can be used for agents selflocalization and there are several mobile objects whose localization must be continuously tracked. Each agent's internal world state stores an instantiation of all stationary
as well as moving objects known. Sometimes, since world information is only partial,
some objects although visible cannot be accurately identified. All moving objects have
a representation of their locations and velocities stored with associated degrees of
confidence values within interval [0,1]. The confidence values are needed because of
the large portion of hidden world, which implies that the objects’ positions stored are
only estimations [20]. It is obviously a mistake to remember only objects that are
currently in view, but it is also incorrect to assume that a mobile object will stay static
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(or continues moving with the same velocity) indefinitely. By decaying the confidence
in unseen objects over time, agents can determine whether or not to rely on the current
position and velocity values [2].
Team Strategy

Tactics

Roles

Communication
Protocols

Opponent
Modeling Strat.

Plans

Formations

Situation Analisys
Situation

Perception
Interpretation

State of the
World

High-Level
Decision Module

Action Prediction

Action Planning

Perception
Action

Real World

Fig. 2. Agent architecture

3.2 Situation Based Strategic Positioning with Dynamic Positioning and Role
Exchange
We will now describe the two main agents positional coordination methods supplied
by our strategy enabling the agents to cooperatively follow a given tactic and formation:
Situation Based Strategic Positioning (SBSP): This mechanism uses the situation
information to select the best strategic position for each one of the players in the
team. This strategic position depends on the current tactic and formation, the
player role and positioning in the formation and the current situation.
Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange (DPRE): This enables the agents to
switch their positioning or their roles inside a given tactic and formation whenever
that action leads to an improvement of the team global utility.
Each agent has an allocated positioning inside the current formation that changes
dynamically with the competition specific situation. Due to the dynamic positioning
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and role exchange mechanism agents do not have fixed positioning inside the formation. For example, agent 2 can be at positioning 2 at a given time and at positioning 9 a
few moments later. Also, positionings determine the agent’s role (within the roles
defined in the team strategy). Each role gives the agents different characteristics like
tendency to be either positional or aggressive, tendency to be more offensive or defensive, etc. Changing positioning inside the formation also implies changing role. Of
course in real applications this is not totally possible because a large part of the agent
role characteristics depend on the physical and psychological characteristics of that
agent. But if we have homogeneous agents in our team, it is rather straightforward and
very useful to do this. For heterogeneous agents role adequacy must be also considered.
3.3 Situation Based Strategic Positioning
Our approach to building a cooperative team uses Situation Based Strategic Positioning enhanced with Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange. As it was said before,
this coordination policy for a team of agents is based on the distinction of Strategic
and Active situations.
Definition 8: An Active Situation is a situation in which at least one Critical Situation Rule is fired for a given agent.
Critical Situation Rules are defined using Action Selection Information and take in
account the present Situation (attack, defend, etc.).
Definition 9: A Strategic Situation is a situation in which an agent doesn’t have
any Critical Situation Rule fired.
If an agent is not involved in an active situation then it tries to occupy its strategic
positioning that changes according to the situation of the game. Game information
includes the competition time and result, opponent modeling information, competition
mode, several statistics, attack and defensive information, positions, states and velocities of the objects in the world, etc. This information is complemented with other
situation-based information like the plan currently in execution. Predefined strategic
information includes several tactics, formations (for game situations), and agents’
behaviors inside formations. Strategic behaviors, used in strategic situations, enable
the team with a social behavior by allocating different tasks to different agents using a
global perspective. Strategic behaviors provide the team with an efficient coverage of
the whole field. The positions of agents in strategic mode maximize the options for
cooperation with the agents in active mode. While agents in active mode use their
specific domain knowledge to decide their action in a reactive decision mechanism,
players in strategic mode fulfill the tasks allocated by the formation in use, by covering different sections of the field in the best possible way.
Definition 10: The Situation Based Strategic Positioning of each agent is a function of the current Tactic, Situation (that define the Formation in use) and Agent Type
(that define the Agent Strategic Characteristics).
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The situation information associated with the predefined strategic information is
used to estimate the agent’s own strategic position for each situation. It is also used to
estimate his teammates strategic position for each situation. Knowing its own strategic
position and the teammates strategic position, agents may decide if an exchange of
positioning with a teammate is beneficial or not to the team and, therefore, if it is
useful or not to perform dynamic positioning and role exchange.
3.4 Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange
Our proposal includes the use of utility functions in order to evaluate usefulness of
a positioning or role exchange.
Definition 11: A Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange consists of the exchange (inside a given tactic and formation) of the Positioning and Role (including all
agent behavior characteristics) between two agents.
As part of the world state representation, each agent has an estimate of the other
agent’s positions in the field:
AgentPositions = { AgentPos1 , AgentPos2 ,..., AgentPosnplayers }
∀p = 1..nplayers
AgentPos p = ( AgentPosX p , AgentPosYp )

Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange aims to improve the performance of a
homogeneous team of cooperating agents. At each time in the course of the competition, each agent has a positioning (place in the formation) and a role (behavior characteristics) inside the current active formation. Each agent keeps track of his positioning
but also of the positioning allocated to each of the other agents in the team:
AlocAgentPositionings = { AlocPositioning1 , AlocPositioning 2 ,..., AlocPositioning nplayers }
AlocPositioning p ∈ {1..nplayers}

If the team is composed of homogeneous agents each agent can carry out another
role and occupy other positioning without any additional problem. Since the team is
composed of cooperative agents, this positioning and role exchange takes place only
when the agents can improve the global team utility by doing so. This utility is computed through the following formula:
DPREUtility (tact , form, p a , p b ) =
+ Utility ( Position pa , Positioning tact , form, pb , PlayerRoletact , form, pb )
+ Utility ( Position pb , Positioning tact , form, pa , PlayerRoletact , form, pa )
− Utility ( Position pa , Positioning tact , form, pa , PlayerRoletact , form, pa )
− Utility ( Position pb , Positioning tact , form, pb , PlayerRoletact , form, pb )
∀p a = 1..nplayerstact , form , ∀p b = 1..nplayerstact , form , p a < p b

If the DPRE Utility for a given pair (pa,pb) is positive, then the Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange takes place, that is, each player assumes other one’s positioning and role:
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 AlocatedPlayerPositioning tact , form, pa = AlocatedPlayerPositioning tact , form, pb


 AlocatedPlayerPositioning tact , form, pb = AlocatedPlayerPositioning tact , form, pa

The utility functions for each player positioning and role are concerned with the
players’ current position distance to his strategic position, the positioning importance,
agent’s states (physical conditions, objects carried, etc.) and the role characteristics.
For heterogeneous agents the utility function must also take into account the agent’s
adequacy to perform each of the roles.
Because agents have local perspectives, their own utilities for a given DPRE exchange may be different and so, one of the agents may believe that the exchange is
useful while the other believes the opposite. To deal with this problem, communication
between the agents shall be used to synchronize the exchange. This situation is not
very problematic because when one of the agents believes that a possible exchange has
a positive utility, he will try to perform the exchange and communicate the teammate
that fact. Meanwhile, the agent will go to the teammate position, which tends to increase the value of the estimated utility for this exchange for both agents.
3.5 High-Level Decision Module Control
We are not particularly concerned with the low-level skills and world state accuracy
available to the individual agent but first and foremost we are concerned with its highlevel intelligent decision capabilities and social abilities (coordination and communication). Therefore, the main features of our agents are included in the high-level decision module. Figure 3 depicts control flow inside that module which will be explained
next.
Initialization
World State
Update
Global Situation
and Tactics
Analysis
Situation and
Formation
Analysis
Dynamic
Positioning and
Role Exchange

Communication

Action
Suspended?

No

Critical
Situation?

No

Yes
Yes

Suspended
Action
Positioning

Active Action
Decision

Situation Based
Strategic
Positioning

Action Execution

Fig. 3. Control flow of the high-level decision module
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After the initialization of some internal structures that includes reading several configuration files, the agent enters the main control loop. This loop starts by running the
tactic decision module in which the agent uses global situation information to decide
the current tactic. This module is directly connected to the second module of the main
control loop, which is concerned with situation analysis and formation selection. The
control loop follows with dynamic positioning exchange and communication analysis.
If the competition is stopped (for example after a foul in a soccer game or a cease
fire in a battlefield scenario), stopped action positioning is performed; if not, then if a
critical situation is not identified, meaning that the agent does not need to get immediately into active behavior, global situation based strategic positioning is performed.
Whenever the situation is critical, then an appropriate action is selected. The loop
closes with internal activities not directly connected with decision-making, that is,
action execution and world state updating.

4 Application of the Team Strategy to RoboCup
4.1 RoboCup Simulation League and the Soccer Server
Our formalization has been applied to the RoboSoccer simulated domain in the context
of the FC Portugal simulated soccer team [17]. The application domain is based on the
RoboSoccer server [3,15,16] that has been used as the basis for the RoboCup international competitions and for several associated research challenges [10]. The soccer
server is a very complex and realistic domain. Unlike many discrete and accessible
traditional Artificial Intelligent domains (like Chess or Checkers), soccer server comprises several real world complexity factors like asynchronous sensing and acting. The
simulation comprises characteristics from robotic systems combined with characteristics from real human soccer players and soccer matches. The server's sensor and actuator noise models are inspired by typical robotic systems [20], while many other characteristics, such as limited stamina, movement and vision, are motivated by human limitations. This is indeed a very rich domain for the study of multi-agent real-time coordination and communication. Each team is composed of eleven software agents that
must act autonomously, with limited perception, action and communication abilities
and that have to collaborate in a real-time, noisy, adversarial environment to achieve
common goals. Teams have two contradictory goals:
To score on the opponents goal. To accomplish this, players shall advance in the
field towards that goal line;
To prevent the opponent’s from scoring in their own goal. To achieve this, players
must cover the way to their own goal and shall not advance too much in the field.
Reactive behavior is essential in RoboCup games because of the real-time dynamics
of the environment. However, the agent’s contradictory goals and the complexity of
the environment, also demand an intelligent social behavior. Balancing both these
approaches however it is not an easy task but is probably one of the major challenges
in the RoboCup simulation league. To be successful teams must react very fast to
changes in the environment (like ball velocity changes) but on the other hand, must
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also perform very complex collective moves (like organized joint attacks, keep a defensive line, etc.).
4.2 Team Strategy for the RoboSoccer Domain
To apply our team strategy formalization and SBSP to the RoboSoccer domain, we
need to define specific Critical Situation Rules, Agent Strategic Characteristics and
Agent Active Characteristics. Critical Situation Rules (CSRs) are used to identify
situations in which strategic positioning must be abandoned and an active mode must
be entered. Each Role that an agent can play has associated a set of Critical Situation
Rules.
CriticalSituationInfoi = {CriticalSituationRulei ,1 , CriticalSituationRulei , 2 ,...,
CriticalSituationRulei , ncriticalrules } ∀i = 1..nroles

For each agent role, its Strategic Characteristics include Ball Positional Attraction
that is used to adjust player’s strategic positions towards the region where the ball is,
and a positional rectangle that strategically the players should not leave (although they
may leave it in active situations). For some roles (namely defenders and goal keeper) it
is needed to stay always behind the ball x-coordinate. In some specific field regions,
the players’ strategic positions should be more attracted towards the position of the
ball. This is the case of the forward players when the ball is near the opponent’s goal
line, or the defenders when the ball is near their own penalty area.
StrategicCharacteristicsi = ( BallPositionalAttractioni , PositionalRectanglei ,

BehindBalli , BallAttractioni , BallAtractionRegioni ) ∀i = 1..nroles
Active Characteristics are concerned with ball possession and ball recovery functionalities. Ball possession functionalities rely on characteristics that are divided into
four main groups dealing respectively with passing, forwarding, shooting and dribbling. Ball recovering functionalities depend on the abilities for intercepting the ball,
marking an opponent that has the ball, marking an opponent without ball, covering the
goal from an opponent, obstructing an opponent, covering a pass line, get free to receive a pass and prepare the reception of a pass. Each ball possession and ball recovery ability is composed of an evaluation rule and a behavior. Evaluation rules are used
in order to choose the best possible ability to use at a given moment.
As it was said before, information is used at different levels of detail. Global Information refers to high-level information of the game and is used to decide the appropriate Tactic to use. In the RoboSoccer specific application, this information may
include: information about time, current result, game statistics (number of shoots,
corners, successful passes, ball possession time, etc.) and opponent modeling information (which includes the opponent team tactic, formation and players’ roles, positions
and characteristics).
Situation Information is used (along with Global Information) for a dynamic selection of the Formation to use. This information includes Ball Possession Information
(ball possessor, confidence, team in possession, time of possession, etc.), bll information (position, velocity) and player’s information (teammates and opponents).
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GlobalSituation = (Time, Result, StatisticsInfo, OppModInfo)
Situation = (BallPossesionInfo, BallInfo, TeammateInfo, OpponnentsInfo)
StatisticsInfo = ( BallPossessionInfo, ShootInfo, PassInfo, DribbleInfo, CornersInfo,
OffSideInfo, FreeKickInfo, KickInInfo, GoalieKickInfo)
PositionalInformation = ( BallLowLevelInfo, OffSideLines, TeammateLowLevelInfo,
OpponentLowLevelInfo, InterceptionInfo, CongestionInfo,
DangerInformation)
ActionInformation = ( PassInformation, ForwardInformation, ShootInformation,
DribbleInformation,...)

Statistics Info is concerned with game statistical information. This includes, for
each one of the teams, statistics concerning ball possession time by field region (for
each team), shooting statistics (number of shoots, their characteristics and results),
statistics about passing (number of passes, their characteristics and results) and the
same type of statistics for forwards and dribbles. Statistics for stopped game situations
are also included for corner, offside, free kick, kick in and goalie kick.
4.3 Situation Based Strategic Positioning for RoboSoccer
Based on the player allocated positioning and on the role allocated by the formation to
that specific positioning, the player’s strategic position in each situation is calculated
using the following process:
AlocRole p = PlayerRole( AlocPositioning p )
PlayerStra tegicPosit ion p =

AdjustedPo sition ( ReferenceP osition ( AlocPositi oning p ) +
BallPosAtt raction ( AlocRole p , BallPos , BallPosAtt rac , PosRectang le) +
BallAttrac tion ( AlocRole p , BallPos , BallAttrac tion , BallAttrac tionlRegio n)),
BehindBall ( AlocRole p ),
OffsideCon version ( AlocRole p ))

The player strategic position is calculated as an adjusted position (using the behind
ball and offside conditions) of the sum of the reference position (that depends on the
tactic and situation) with the ball positional attraction and ball attraction in specific
regions of the field. The factors used to adjust this reference position depend on the
agent type and their definition consists basically in defining the agent type strategic
characteristics.
Contrarily to other positional mechanisms that do not use tactics or agent types, like
Stone’s SPAR [20], SBSP enables a very flexible positioning of soccer players. SBSP
enables the team to have completely different shapes for different situations. For example, the team may have a very compact shape in a defend situation and spread in
the field on an attack situation (just like a real soccer teams). It also enables the team
to be correctly positioned in situations like goal scoring opportunities (in which players must assume possible shooting positions inside the opponent’s area). Finally it
enables different players (that have different agent types) to have completely different
positional behaviors.
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Fig. 4. Situation Based Strategic Positioning in an attack situation and in a goal scoring opportunity situation in RoboCup 2000 game against ATTCMU2000.

SPAR [20] is based on attractions (to active teammates, ball and opponent’s goal)
and repulsions (from opponents and passive teammates) and does not consider situations or different positional behaviors for different player types. Thus players are
unable to have this flexibility. This difference is quite visible in games between FC
Portugal and CMUnited99 and was also quite visible in the game between FC Portugal and ATTCMU2000 in RoboCup2000 (Fig. 4).
Strategically players should keep the position determined by situation based strategic position. But because agents are also involved in active behaviors, their real positions in the field may differ considerably from the strategic positions. For these situations the DPRE mechanism is very useful to keep the formation shape.
4.4 Team Strategy Practical Application
A team strategy includes several different tactics and conditions for the activation of
those tactics. An example is a very simple team strategy that uses only three tactics:
Normal 433, Aggressive 442 and Very Aggressive 235. The rules for selecting the
appropriate tactic could be that in the beginning of the game or if winning, the 433
tactic would be selected. If the game is a draw after the game interval or if losing by 1
goal, the Aggressive 442 would be selected. If the game is a draw near the end or if
losing by more than one goal, the Very Aggressive 235 tactic would be selected.
Each one of the tactics uses several formations composed of different players with
different roles. Typical formation types are used for defending (when the opponents
have control of the ball) and for attacking (when the team has ball possession). Other
types of formations could be used for transporting the ball from defense to attack, for
goalie free kick, corners, etc. A simple example for the first tactic is the use of only
two formations: a simple 433 closed formation for defending and a simple 433 open
formation for attacking (as illustrated in Figure 5).
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433 – Open Formation

433 – Close Formation

Fig. 5. Typical 433 Formations: In the open formation, the players are more spread over the
field. In the close formation (used for defending) players are more concentrated in the middle
of the field. Player roles are also represented (GK-Goal Keeper, PDef-Positional Defender,
PMid – Positional Midfielder and NFor –Normal Forward).

Fig. 6. Illustration of the Situation Based Strategic Positioning concept, considering only the
ball positional attraction and ball attraction parameters. In the top left figure, the ball is in the
center of the field, on the top right figure the ball formation positional attraction is shown. In
the bottom left figure, the formation is attracted by the ball but also, since the ball is in a ball
attraction region, forwards and two of the midfielders are directly attracted by the ball. The
bottom right figure shows a similar situation with the ball on the defensive side of the field.

Positions of the players inside the formations and their respective roles are different depending on the tactic and on the game current situation. The formations shown
in Figure 5 assume that the ball is on the middle of the field and that all players are in
a strategic behavior. But, like it was said before, the strategic positioning of the players is “situation based” and depends on the tactic and formation in use (and the player
role in that formation as well) plus several situation parameters (Figure 6).
As one can see in figure 6, the ball represents a crucial part of the situation in the
SBSP mechanism. The formation is attracted by the ball, adjusting itself to the game
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situation. If the ball is in a Ball Attraction Region (like the opponents area), several
players are attracted directly towards the ball as it is illustrated in the bottom left image in Figure 6. Besides the ball attraction, players, depending on its role definition,
may stay always behind the ball and may avoid staying in an offside position. Using
this formation definition mechanism, we can define players with totally different behaviors. For example, giving a player a high positional attraction in the x-axis makes
the player perform long runs along the field accompanying the ball movement along
the field. Giving the player a role with a very high ball attraction and setting the ball
attraction region for that role to be the whole field, configures a player that always
goes towards the ball position. This kind of players can be very annoying to some
opponents.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion
Our agents’ coordination proposal has been implemented in the FC Portugal RoboCup
simulation league team. The team was implemented using a world state update model
and low level skills based on CMUnited99 publicly available source code [22]. Modifications were performed on the interception, kicking and dribbling abilities of the
players [17]. FC Portugal also uses intelligent perception and communication [17] and
integrates soccer knowledge in the high-level decision modules for ball possession and
ball recovery [17,18].
FC Portugal defeats very easily all the teams that have competed in Stockholm for
RoboCup99. Table 1 summarizes the results achieved1 in a series of 10 games against
eight of the most well known teams that competed in Robocup99. The results were
achieved using always a simple team strategy based on a 433 positional tactic (used
when the team is wining or drawing the game) and a 442 aggressive tactic (used when
the team is losing). Both tactics included only two situations (defending and attacking)
and used open formations for attacking and closed formations for defending. The team
used “positional agent types” very similar to the ones used by FC Portugal in Melbourne RoboCup 2000.
Teams
CMUnited99 (U.S.A)
Magma Freiburg 99 (Germany)
Essex Wizards99 (England)
11 Monkeys 99 (Japan)
Mainz Rolling Brains99 (Germany)
Brainstormers99 (Germany)
Cyberoos99 (Australia)
Zeng99 Acamp (Japan)
Total

Wins
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
100

Draws Losses
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Score
113-0
144-0
161-0
238-0
209-0
146-0
254-0
244-0
1509-0

Mean
11.3-0.0
14.4-0.0
16.1-0.0
23.8-0.0
20.9-0.0
14.6-0.0
25.4-0.0
24.4-0.0
18.9-0.0

Table 1. FC Portugal scores against RoboCup99 teams.
1

The results were achieved using three separate machines running Linux RedHat 6.1 (one for
each team and one for the server) connected through a 10Mbit network. Pentiums 550MHz,
128 MB were used for the server and for FC Portugal team and a Pentium 550MHz with
256MB of memory was used for the opponent team.
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The results clearly show that FC Portugal could easily beat all those opponents.
The team was capable of scoring an average of more than 11 goals to the previous
undefeated champions CMUnited 99 [23]. Also against other very good teams, like
the second (Magma Freiburg [5]) and third (Essex Wizards [12]) places of RoboCup
99, FC Portugal team was able to score many goals.
In the RoboCup 2000 European and World championships, these results were confirmed. Although competing with well established teams, and being a very recent
team, FC Portugal won the European RoboCup 2000, held in Amsterdam (May 29June 2), and the World RoboCup 2000, held in Melbourne (August 28 - September 3).
In these two competitions, FC Portugal scored a total of 180 goals, without conceding
a single goal. Table 2, summarizes the results achieved by FC Portugal in both competitions.
Euro RoboCup – Amsterdam
Essex Wizards (England)
Lucky Luebeck (Germany)
Cyberoos (Australia)
Pizza Tower (Italy)
Polytech (Russia)
PSI (Russia)
Wroclaw (Poland)
Essex Wizards (England)
Karlsruhe Brain. (Germany)
Total Score

Score
3–0
13 – 0
4–0
22 – 0
19 – 0
6–0
13 – 0
5–0
2–0
86 – 0

RoboCup 2000 - Melbourne
Oulu2000 (Finland)
Zeng2000 (Japan)
Robolog (Germany)
Essex Wizards (England)
Karlsruhe Brain. (Germany)
YowAI (Japan)
ATTCMU2000 (U.S.A)
Karlsruhe Brain. (Germany)
Total Score

Score
33 - 0
18 - 0
20 - 0
7-0
3-0
6-0
6-0
1–0
94 - 0

Table 2. Scores of FC Portugal in EuroRoboCup2000 (Amsterdam) and RoboCup2000
(Melbourne).

In Amsterdam FC Portugal used almost unchanged CMUnited99 basic skills [22]
(kicking, dribbling, interception, etc.) but the team was able to beat other teams with
much better low-level skills (e.g. Essex Wizards [11] with a better dribbling ability,
Karlsruhe Brainstormers [19] with a more powerful kick). The main reasons for this
(apparently strange) success were, at the social behavior level:
Team strategy based on very flexible tactics with well-conceived formations for
different game situations and flexible player types;
Situation based strategic positioning that enabled the team to move in the field as a
real soccer team;
Dynamic positioning and role exchange mechanism that enabled the team to keep
higher levels of stamina and a reduced number of useful positions uncovered;
Associated with this, the individual decision capabilities of the agents (ball possession and ball recovery decision modules) were also very important.
In Amsterdam FC Portugal used the SBSP mechanism combined with the DPRE
and individual decision modules to explore the free space on the field to attack and to
cover that same free space while defending. Against teams that had good positional
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systems this playing type revealed to be less effective and FC Portugal could not score
many goals.
In Melbourne, several teams used positioning mechanisms similar to SBSP,
(mostly the ones that competed in Amsterdam, with whom FC Portugal played half of
its games). This way, the positional advantage, FC Portugal had in Amsterdam, was
only totally decisive in games against not very strong teams. In the games against very
good teams, FC Portugal superiority was also related, not only with the team strategy,
SBSP and DPRE but also with the intelligent perception and communication mechanisms [17], strong kick based on optimization techniques [17], marking techniques
and debugging tools used [17].
Teams
Place W
Brainstormers2K (Germany)
2nd 10
ATTCMU2000 (U.S.A)
3rd 10
CMUnited99 (U.S.A)
4th 10
Essex Wizards2000 (England) 7th 10
Cyberoos2000 (Australia)
9th 10
Robolog2000 (Germany)
13th 10
Total
60

D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Score
24-0
71-0
113-0
68-0
234-0
168-0
678-0

Table 3. Scores of FC Portugal in series of 10 games against some of the best RoboCup 2000
teams. Place indicates the ranking of these teams in RoboCup 2000, while W, D and L, stand
respectively for wins, draws and lost games. Score represents the combined score of 10 games.

Table 3, shows FC Portugal scores against six of the best teams in RoboCup
20002 [24] and Table 4 shows FC Portugal results turning off the SBSP or/and the
DPRE mechanisms. Turning off the SBSP mechanism makes the agents assume always an active behavior. To implement this, a new critical rule that selects the best
ball recovery behavior to perform in a given situation was added. This way, if no other
critical situation rule is activated, the agent selects between the available ball recovery
behaviors and executes the best one. Ball recovery behaviors considered include interception, passive interception, prudent interception, mark opponent, mark pass line, go
to ball position, and get free from opponents.
The results show that turning off the SBSP mechanism makes the team perform
much worse. The team is unable to win all the games and the games against Karlsruhe
Brainstormers are now very tied (although Karlsruhe has still many problems in scoring). Against CMUnited99, results are also rather worse. Against this team, losing the
positional advantage makes the game much more tied and FC Portugal loses the pressing capability over CMUnited. The result is that the team is unable to score many
goals and CMUnited99 has some scoring chances.

2

Unfortunately it is not possible to present results against YowAI2000 and Magma Freiburg
that were fifth in RoboCup 2000, because their binaries are still not available.
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Without SBSP
Teams
Brainstormers2K (Germany)
ATTCMU2000 (U.S.A)
CMUnited99 (U.S.A)
Essex Wizards2000 (England)
Cyberoos2000 (Australia)
Robolog2000 (Germany)
Total

W
5
9
10
10
10
10
54

D
5
1
0
0
0
0
6

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Score
8-2
34-0
49-0
39-0
108-0
111-0
349-2

Without DPRE
W D
8 2
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
10 0
58 2

L Score
0 12-1
0 56-0
0 85-0
0 62-0
0 184-0
0 142-0
0 541-1

Without SBSP and
DPRE
W D L Score
3 6 1
6-2
10 0 0 28-0
10 0 0 38-0
9 1 0 44-0
10 0 0 96-0
10 0 0 98-0
52 7 1 310-2

Table 4. Scores of FC Portugal with and without SBSP and DPRE against several
RoboCup 2000 teams.
Turning off the DPRE mechanism does not affect much the results against Essex
Wizards. Analyzing the games, the explanation seems to be that Essex Wizards have a
very slow type of game and so dynamic role and positioning exchange is not essential.
Tests were also performed using FC Portugal without both mechanisms against the
best RoboCup2000 teams. The team is still superior to its opponents but has now lots
of difficulties to overcome Brainstormers (conceding two goals and losing a game 10). Brainstormers are able to dominate the game and FC Portugal has lots of difficulties to enter Brainstormers middle field. However, FC Portugal communication strategy, intelligent perception, very good decision mechanisms (based on real soccer
knowledge) and excellent goalkeeper, are still sufficient to win most of the games.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a new approach to build cooperative teams of agents
performing in dynamic real-time adversarial environments, based on a formalization
of what should be a team strategy, a situation based strategic positioning mechanism, a
dynamic positioning and role exchange mechanism and a new agent architecture.
Following these guidelines we have selected the RoboSoccer simulated domain as our
test bed and implemented a new RoboSoccer team – FC Portugal – that uses this team
strategy. FC Portugal has shown the usefulness of the proposed approach through the
results achieved in RoboCup2000, becoming the undefeated European and World
champion, scoring 180 goals without conceding a single goal.
One of our main contributions in this paper is the formalization of the team strategy concept. As shown in section 2, a large part of this formalization can be applied to
any domain with spatially distributed agents and any kind of team composed of homogeneous agents. In our formalization a team strategy is composed of a set of tactics
and a set of possible agent types (defining agent behaviours at several levels). Each
tactic is composed of several formations that are applied in different situations. Each
formation is a flexible distribution of the agents in the field and has an assignment of
agent types to each agent. The strategic position of the agents in the field is also dependent on the situation and of the positioning assigned in that formation to each
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agent. This nested strategic and tactic knowledge representation enables the development of very flexible teams, capable of assuming social behaviour (in strategic situations) and a more reactive behaviour (in active situations). Moreover the distinction
between strategic and active situations gives the agents more sophisticated means of
achieving global coordination of the team. When the agent is not on a critical situation
(one in which he will be engaged in active behaviour soon), it assumes that it is in a
strategic situation. In this situation it tries to position itself in the best possible strategic position.
It is also significant that, in our teamwork coordination approach, there is no conflict between simple agent reaction and deliberation about team coordination. In fact,
situation-based analysis other than just trigger individual agent’s actions, also induces
appropriate tactical changes, leading all the team to adopt a new formation and therefore maintaining some sort of team coherence and coordination adjusted to the new
situation. This reactively oriented change of global coordination framework (formations used for specific situations) prevents agents from performing isolated from the
rest of the team while paying attention and reacting to the situation dynamics.
Our Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange mechanism is another contribution
of this work. This policy enables a better use of the team resources by exchanging
their positioning and role. If, in a given situation, it is better for the team global utility
that two agents switch places, the exchange is then performed. However, since the
agents are homogeneous (except for the goal keeper), a role (agent type) exchange can
also be performed (each agent is equally good in each one of the possible roles). This
is useful to keep the formation characteristics. For heterogeneous agents a similar
mechanism can be adopted extending this framework with an agent vs role capability
matrix and changing the DPRE utility functions in accordance.
The results achieved by FC Portugal show the usefulness of the proposed team
strategy, agent architecture and the adequacy of SBSP and DRPE in the context of the
simulated RoboSoccer domain. Future work will be concerned with the application of
this framework to other domains and its extension to heterogeneous agents.
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